May 2019

DAY 1 : TORONTO - SEOUL / AIR CANADA - TERMINAL 1
- Check in at Toronto Pearson airport 3 hours before the departure
- Upon arrival at Incheon, transfer to hotel for checkin
- Hotel : Holiday Inn Incheon 800-493-6808

DAY 2 : SEOUL - JEJU / JEJU AIR
- Greeted by your guide at Jeju Airport
- After lunch, we will visit Mt. Sanbang, one of then beautiful nature
wonders in Jeju
- Geumneung Seokmulwon : This beautiful park contains dozens of stone
sculptures by the artist Chang, Kongik. While many of the sculptures
are traditional dol-harubang
- Hotel : Jeju Booyounghotel 064-731-5500

DAY 3 : JEJU
- After breakfast inside the hotel, visiting Seokbujak Theme Park. At this
theme park you can view the living art of Seokbujak, where rocks are
covered by moss, plants and fragrant flowers.
- Cheonjeyeon Waterfal : Cheonjiyeon Waterfall is a waterfall on Jeju
Island, South Korea. Literally, the name Cheonjiyeon means sky
connected with land. It is 22 m high and 12 m wide.
- Jeju Olle Trail : It is a long-distance footpath on Jeju Island, an island off
the south-west coast of Korea
- Hotel : Jeju Booyounghotel 064-731-5500

DAY 4 : JEJU – SEOUL / JEJU AIR
- After breakfast, start the day by visiting Yongduam Rock, the basalt
dragon head rising 10 meters above the coastal waters
- Seongup Folk Village : where Korea’s traditional thatched houses,
Confucian temple, mill and fortress
- Seongsan Sunrise Peak : a Jeju symbol and UNESCO Natural Heritage
Site. From the top of the island’s largest volcanic rock cone, you’ll be
surrounded by the ocean and almost 100 similar rock peaks
- Mysterious Road : connects 2 highways and earned its name, as objects
and liquid appear to roll and flow up the hill instead of down, actually
an optical illusion.
- After dinner, proceed to airport for your flight

► TOUR HIGHLIGHS
Mt. Sanbang,
Cheonjeyeon Waterfal ,
Seongup Folk Village ,
Mysterious Road,
Seongsan Sunrise Peak ,
Jeju Olle Trail
► INCLUSIONS
- Round Transfer service
based on private coach
- 4 * Hotel
- Meal
- Tour Guide
(Korean/English)
- 1 bottle of water
(person/day)
► EXCLUSIONS
- Tip for guide
U$15.00 p/day
- Beverages/Liquid
- Travel Insurance
- Option
- Personal expense
- Single charge is extra
- Other not mentioned
in the inclusing
► BOOKING CONDITION
- No Child discount
- Tour prices are subject
to change
- Several stoppings are
arranged during tours

